Cairn Energy India Pty Limited (CEIL) is the Operator of Ravva Oil and Gas field located in the east coast of India. CEIL is planning to conduct a Geophysical and Geo Technical survey in the Ravva field before May 2008. Water depth in the proposed locations is 9 to 20m. The work scope for geophysical survey includes collection of bathymetric data, recording of any magnetic anomalies, sub bottom profiling, high resolution shallow gas survey (up to a depth of 1000 mtrs below sea bed), sea bed and sub soil data for determining suitability of jack up drilling rig location and platforms installation. Geo Technical survey of 110 m borehole shall be conducted for the drill sites to perform the conductor drivability study and for platform design. Work duration is expected to cover survey in a minimum of 3 locations and maximum of 5 locations as outlined above.

Interested Parties with proven experience who can mobilize the equipment and complete the site survey before 01 May 2008 are invited to submit their expression of interest with the following documents within 7 days of publication of this advertisement:

(i) Company profile, past experience details
(ii) Details on Marine spread, equipment and their availability prior to May 2008
(iii) Quality, Health, Safety and Environment systems followed.
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